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This paper is a continuation of the study we are making on the nature of 
the singularity on the reducible curve formed by s-lines passing through the 
origin of A’+‘(k). The affine coordinate ring of such a variety has the form 
T= k(xo,..., x,,]/Z, where I is a homogeneous radical ideal of height n. Thus 
T is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. 
Building on the work of one of us [ 71, where an explicit description of the 
conductor of such a ring is given, we attempted in [l] to describe the 
Cohen-Macaulay type of this coordinate ring in terms of the number and 
position of the lines. We succeeded in doing this for certain infinite classes of 
“sufficiently generally placed” lines. 
In this paper we attempt to find the minimal number of generators of the 
ideal Z, denoted v(Z), again in terms of the number and position of the lines. 
We also show how the knowledge of this number v(Z) has connections with 
the problems we studied earlier. 
The paper is organized in the following way: In the first section we 
quickly review what we mean by “general position” for lines through the 
origin of A”+‘(k). S’ mce there is no uniformity in the literature on this term 
we have attempted to be quite precise about what we want to mean. In the 
second section we establish some general facts about the number v(Z) and 
show that a minimal generating set for Z (when our lines are in “generic 
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position”) can always be chosen among the elements of smallest and next 
smallest degree in I. This answers a question raised by Treger [ 121. 
In Section 3 we apply the results of Section 2 to give a precise value to 
v(Z) for two infinite classes of lines in A “+I(,). We also establish bounds for 
v(Z) and formulate a conjecture for the expected value of v(Z). 
In Section 4 we obtain some other precise determinations of v(Z) in some 
special cases for lines in A3(k). This requires some discussion of properties 
of linear systems of plane curves. We also show, with an example, that the 
care we have taken to describe “general position” really effects the value of 
v(Z)* 
In Section 5 we show that the rings we have been considering are, indeed, 
tangent cones to irreducible curves in A “+‘(k) at a singular point. The local 
ring of such a singularity looks like R//I where R is a regular local ring of 
dimension n + 1 and /t is a prime ideal of height n. In Section 6 we find a 
very strong connection between v@) and v(Z), where Z defines the tangent 
cone at this singular point: namely, v@) = v(Z). Thus, our construction of 
irreducible curves in A”+ ’ (k) give examples of prime ideals which, locally, 
require v(Z) generators. This discussion extends a beautiful treatent of the 
famous “Macaulay examples” that was done by Geyer and is, in fact, 
directly inspired by Geyer’s work [3]. 
To this point our techniques are very elementary and consist mainly of 
methods of linear algebra; but in Section 7 we use some homological algebra 
to establish connections between v(Z) and the Cohen-Macaulay type of T 
and to relate the Cohen-Macaulay type of a singular point on an irreducible 
curve in A3 to the Cohen-Macaulay type of the tangent cone (when that 
cone consists of “generally positioned” lines). We show the types are equal 
in this case; answering for A3 a question we raised in [ 11. 
In the last section we indicate that an extension of our results, from the 
previous section, may depend upon a deeper homological penetration into 
our techniques. We also indicate that the knowledge of some special 
geometric properties of linear systems of plane curves plays a role in our 
investigations and ask some questions about this geometry. 
1. LINES IN GENERAL POSITION IN A”+‘(k) 
If P is a line of A”+‘(k) p assing through the origin, then 9 corresponds 
to a homogeneous ideal, /z, in k(x, ,..., x,,] of height n generated by n linearly 
independent linear forms. Since we shall be assuming, in this paper, that k is 
always an algebraically closed field, we also have that every homogeneous 
prime ideal of height n in k[x,,,..., x,] corresponds to a line through the 
origin of A”+‘(k). S UC h 1 a ine, however, corresponds to a point of P”(k) and 
we shall freely interchange these three notions. 
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If we let P , ,..., P, be points of P”(k) and let F, ,..., F( d+ TV ) be all the 
monomials of degree d in k[x,,,..., x,,] and, with respect to so”me coordinate 
system let Pi = [aiO,..., Uin] we may form an s X (dzn) matrix whose (i,j)th 
entry is 
Although this matrix is defined for a fixed choice of coordinates of the points 
Pi, we shall only be interested in ranks of certain submatrices and these will 
not be affected by changes of representatives for the Pi nor by a linear 
change of coordinates. We thus, abusively, write G,(P, ,..., P,) = (Gi,i) where 
G, = Fi(qi). 
DEFINITION 1. (a) The points {P,,..., P, } are in generic s-position if 
Gd(P, ,..., P,) has maximum rank for every d. 
(b) The points {PI,..., P,} are in generic t-position, 1 ,< t ,< s, if every t 
subset of {P, ,..., P,) is formed by points in generic t-position. 
(c) The points {P, ,..., P,) are in uniform position if they are in generic 
t-position for every t, 1 < t < s. 
We refer the reader to [ 1 ] for a more thorough discussion of these notions, 
some specific examples, and a proof that “almost all” sets of s-points of P” 
are in uniform position. 
If (P, ,...) P,} are in generic s-position, then the least degree, d, of a hyper- 
surface in P” which contains these points is the least integer d for which 
(“i”) > s. 
If we let Pi c) 2; H /zi c ,4(x,,..., x,], then the ideal of functions vanishing 
on lJf=,Y; is I=b,n . . . f? /zs. Since Z is a homogeneous ideal, we may 
write Z=Zd@Zd+, @ . . . (Id # 0) and the assumption that {P, ,..., P,} are in 
generic s-position implies that d is the least integer for which (“z “) > s. 
Also, the assumption on generic s-position gives dim, I, = (‘“in) - s. 
Our first goal, in this paper, will be an attempt to describe v(Z), the 
minimal number of generators of the ideal I, when Z is as above. 
2. GENERAL REMARKS ON v(Z) 
If Z is a homogeneous ideal in R = k(x,,..., xn], then there are, at first 
glance, two possible notions for the “minimal number” of generators of I; 
i.e., either the minimal number of forms needed to generate Z or the minimal 
number of elements of Z needed to generate I. It follows from the 
homogeneous version of Nakayama’s lemma that these two numbers 
coincide. 
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We can write Z = Id @ Id+, 0 e.. (Z, # 0) and then it is clear that if 
dim, Id = Y, one needs r linearly independent elements of I, as part of a 
minimal homogeneous generating set for I. The question then is: how much 
more does one need? 
Our first theorem, which we shall use continually, gives a very useful 
method for determining exactly how much more will suffice. 
Notation. IffE k[x, ,..., x,-,, x,,], we shall use f to denote the canonical 
image off in k[x, ,..., x,- , , x,]/(xJ = k[x, ,..., x,- ,I. 
THEOREM 1. Let Z=p,n... CT /I$, hi homogeneous prime ideals of 
height n in k[xo,..., x,,] and suppose x,6?2U;=,/zi. Let Z=Zd@Zd+,O... 
(Id # (0)) and suppose {f, ,..., f,} is a k-basis for I,. Let g, ,..., g, E Id+, and 
suppose 
(f ,,... rJ;,&,...,&)s (~o,...rx,p~)~+’ k[xo,...,x,-11. 
Then, Z = (f, ,...,f,, g, ,..., g,). 
Proof: We first observe that T,,...,$ are linearly independent forms of 
degree d in k[xo,..., x,-i]; for if Ci=, Lifi = 0, then xi=1 ~i~i=Xx,F where 
F must be a form of degree d - 1 in k[x,,,..., x,,]. Thus x,F E I; but x, & 
lJf=, /ri so FE I. Since Z does not contain non-zero form of degree <d, we 
must have xi=, Aif;, = 0 and since {f, ,..,, f,} are independent, Izi = 0, Vi. 
We now show that J = (f, ,..., f,, g, ,..., g,) = I. We certainly have .Z c Z and 
Jd = Id and so it will suffice to show Jd+, = I,,, for 1 > 0. We do this by 
induction on 1, the case I = 0 being done. 
Assume Jd+ m = Id+ m for m < 1 and let FE Id+, . We may assume that x, 
does not divide F for if not, F = x,F’ where F’ E Z,+,-, (x, @j U:=, pi, 
recall.) By the induction hypothesis F E Jd+ I- i, and so x, F’ E Jd+, as was 
to be shown. So, suppose x, does not divide F. 
Then, F is a form of degree precisely d + 1 in k[x,,,...,x,-,]. Since I> 1, 
our hypothesis gives FE (T ,,..., f,, g ,,..., g,) in k[x, ,... , x,-~], 
We may thus write 
where deg Hi= 1 and deg Li= I- 1, Hi, Li forms in k[x, ,..., x,-,1. Now, 
F - (C:=i H,fi + CL=, Ligi) = x,G where G is a form in k[x, ,..., x,] of 
degree d + I- 1. Since x,G E I,,, and x, fk lJf=, /zi we obtain that 
GEL-, and so G E Jd+,-, by induction. But then F = x,G + 
Cf=IHifi+C:=,LigiEJd+l. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Our next result indicates that if the ideal Z, considered in Theorem 1, 
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comes from points in generic position, then the hypothesis in Theorem 1 can 
always be satisfied. 
THEOREM 2. Let I=j, fl ... n /zS, Pi homogeneous prime ideals of 
height n in k[x, ,..., x,,] and let Pi+-+ Pi E P”. Assume (P ,,..., P,) are in 
generic s-position and x, 6 Us=, pi. 
Let I=Zd@Zd+, @ a.., (I,# (0)). 
If g, 3..-2 g, are a set of generators for Id+, then (g, ,..., EN) = 
(x O,“‘, x,-,jd+l k(xo,...,x,-11. 
Proof: We first observe that there are precisely (f?;) independent 
monomials of degree d + 1 in k[xo,...,x,-,I. Thus, if we can find (t!y) 
independent forms of degree d + 1 in the ideal (2, ,..., &) k[x, ,..., x,- ,I, we 
shall be done. 
Consider Id+ i as a k-space spanned by g,,..., g, and Id+, a k-space 
spanned by g,,..., gN and let 6: I,+, -+ Id+, be the linear transformation 
defined by 6( gi) = gi. It is clear that 6 is a surjection, thus to find dim, f,+, 
it suffkes to find dim, Id+, and dim,(Ker 6). Now, dim, Id+, = ( d+i+‘) - s, 
since (P, ,..., P,) are in generic s-position so it is enough to find dim,(Ker S). 
We have Crzl l,g, E Ker 6 iff Cy’, li gi = 0, i.e., JJr’, ligi = x,,F, where 
(since x, & of=, /z,.) FE I,. Thus, ker 6 z x,1,. Since the reverse inclusion 
is obvious, we have ker 6 = x,,Z,. Since dim,(x,l,) = dim, Id = ( d:n) - s, 
we have dim,(ker6)=(di”)-s. Thus, dimk~d+,=[(d+,“+‘)-s]- 
[(“in) - s] = (z’y), as was to be shown. 
Remark. The condition, in Theorem 2, that x, 6 lJ /zi is of no real 
significance since it amounts to saying that we have chosen a coordinate 
system in P” so that none of the points Pi lie on the hyperplane x, = 0. This 
may always be arranged (k is infinite). 
COROLLARY 3. Let I=/z,n . . . n bS, pi homogeneous prime ideals of 
height n in k[x, ,..., x,] and let /zic) Pi E P”. Assume (P ,,..., P,} are in 
generic s-position and I = I, @ Id+ I 0 . . . (Id # (0)). 
Then I is always generated by forms of degree d and d + 1. 
Proof: This is immediate from Theorems 1 and 2 and the remark 
preceding the statement of the corollary. 
Note. This corollary responds to a question raised by Treger in [ 121 and 
seems to have interesting geometric conseqences. We shall not pursue 
Treger’s line of inquiry in this paper. 
In the next section we shall apply these general comments to sets of s 
points in P” for some specific values of s. 
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3. A DETERMINATION OF V(~)FOR (di")~~~ (dzn)- 1 POINTS 
In this section we apply the results of the previous section to give a precise 
determination of v(l) when we have s points of P” in generic s-position when 
~=(~z”)ands=(~:“)-l (d>l).Thecase~=(~:~)wasfirstobserved 
by Geyer in [3]. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let I=), n ‘.. n hS where hi is a homogeneous prime 
ideal of height n in k[x, ,..., x”] andsupposex,$Uf=,hi. LethioPiEP” 
and assume (P, ,..., P,\ are in generic s-position. 
Ifs = ( d-itn), then v(Z) = (“;I:“) and Z is generated by any collection of 
linearly independent forms of degree d which generate I, as a k-space. 
ProoJ The assumption on generic s-position gives I = I, @ Z,, , @ . . ., 
I,#(O) and dimkId=(d~“)-s=((d~n)-(d-~t”)=(d;!:n)=M. 
Let f, ,..., f, be any basis for I, then, from the proof of Theorem l,f, ,..., f,, 
are linearly independent forms of degree d in k[xo...., x,- , 1. Since there are 
precisely M monomials of degree d in k[x,,,..., x,- ,I, we must have that 
tJ; . ..d.) klxo,..., x,-,1 = (xg ,... , x,- Jd k[x,,..., x,-I 1. 
From Theorem 1 (choosing no g’s from Id+ ,) we obtain I= (f,,...,f,,). 
Since no fewer then M elements could generate I, we have v(l) = M = 
(d;‘: “), as was to be shown. 
In much the same vein we can find v(Z) for another infinite collection of 
values for s. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let I, hi and Pi be as in Proposition 4 but let s = 
(di”) - 1 (d > 1). Then 
v(l)= 1+ 1 (f’:)-n[. 
Proof. We have I=Zd@Id+,@..., Zd#(0) and dim,Z,= 1 and 
dim, Id+, = ( d+,!,tn) - s. Let F be a non-zero form of degree d in Id, then 
xOF, x, F ,..., x,F are n + 1 linearly independent forms of degree d + 1 in 
Z d+ r. If we extend these n + 1 forms to a basis of Id+, , we shall need 
i( ‘+i’“) - s} - (n + 1) = (f’;) - n additional forms. Clearly then, we can 
generate Z by no fewer than 1 + (( 1’;) - n} forms. In view of Theorem 2 we 
need look no further for generators of I and so v(l) = 1 + { ( 1’:) - n ). 
These two propositions indicate the exact nature of what must be resolved 
in order to find v(Z). One needs, for a minimal set of generators of Z, at least 
a basis for the forms of least degree in I. But, in view of Theorem 2, one 
must find how many independent forms of degree next higher these 
independent forms of least degree generate. 
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We phrase these remarks precisely in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let I = /z,n -.. n /lS, pi homogeneous primes of height 
n in k(xo,..., x,,]. Let /zi ++ Pi E P” and assume {P, . . . . . P,} are in generic s- 
position. Then I = Id @ Id+, @ a.., I, f (0), where d is the least integer for 
which ( dz”) > s. 
Let WcId+,, W=x,I,+ ..- +x,Id. Then 
v(Z) = dim, I, + (dim, Zd+ r - dim, IV). 
= [ (dzn )-s]+ [ (d+i+n)-s-dim, WI. 
= (“in)+ (d+i+n)-2s-dim, W. 
Thus, Propositions 4 and 5 may be viewed as particular cases in which a 
precise determination of W was found; in Proposition 4, W = Id+ I while in 
Proposition 5, dim, W= n + 1. Clearly, any information we can give about 
W will have an impact on finding bounds for v(l). We give one such bound 
now. 
PROPOSITION 7. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 6, we have 
dim, W > 2 dim, I, and so v(I) ,< (z?:). 
Proof. We may assume x, 6? us=, jri and consider x,Z,n x,I,; we 
claim this intersection is 0. For if not, 3Ff 0, G # 0 E I, for which 
x,,F=x,,G. Thus G=x,H and we have F=x,HEI,. Sincex,,@u/ri we 
must have Z$ E I. Since deg H < d, this means H = 0 and so F = 0. 
Thus W 1 W, N xOZd @ x,,Id, and dim, W > 2 dim, I,. Since v(Z) = 
dim, Id + dim, I,,, - dim, W we obtain 
v(Z) < dim, Id+ r - dim, I, = [(“+~+“)-sJ-[(~;~)-sl 
as was to be shown. 
Remarks. (1) We suspect that “generically,” dim, W is as big as it 
could possibly be, i.e., 
dim, W = min(dim, Id+ r, (n + 1) dim, Id). 
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This suspicion then gives a conjectured value for v(Z); namely, 
v(Z) = dim, Id t dim, Id+ i - min(dim, Id+, , (n t 1) dim, Id). 
In terms of s, d, and n, this gives, as a conjectured value for v(Z), that 
v(Z)= (din )t (d+y-2s 
-min((d+fi+n)-s,(ntl)[(“:“)-s]). 
(2) One can easily assume, in Proposition 7, that xj & U;=, /zi for 
every j, 0 <j < n. One would then obtain xjZd n xiZd = (0) for i # j. We do 
not see how to use this additional information to improve the Proposition, 
however. 
If we reexamine Theorems 1 and 2 in the light of Proposition 6 we can 
reformulate Proposition 6 in another way. We shall use the notation ‘I-” to 
indicate canonical images of ideals and subspaces of k[xO,..., x,~ , , x,1 in 
klx O’“‘, X,-II. 
PROPOSITION 8. We retain the hypothesis and notation of Proposition 6 
andletJ=I,OJ,+,O...and w=x,Z~t...tx,~,J,. Then 
v(Z) = dim, Z, t dim, Id+, - dim, @. 
= (dtAfn)-s-dim, I?? 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 1, dim, I, = dim, Zti = ( df;n ) - s. 
Further Zd+,/W=fd+,/W ( as vector spaces) so the first equality holds. 
From Theorem 2 we get dim, r;?, I = (t?;), so 
dim, Id + dim, f,+ I - dim, w = (“zn)-st(f’:)-dim,@ 
= (dtfttn)-s-dim,m. 
The results obtained in this section have all been valid using just the 
assumption that P, ,..., P, E P” are in generic s-position. In the next section 
we shall need to impose stronger conditions on the positions of points in 
order to calculate v(Z). We shall also give an example to show that some 
extra hypothesis is necessary. 
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4. V(Z)FOR SOME SPECIAL VALUES OF s 
In this section we would like, first, to find v(Z) when Z corresponds to s 
points of P2 when s=(“z’)-2. F rom the calculations of Section 3, this is 
the next natural case to consider. We first establish a fact, that we shall need, 
about the linear system of curves through such points. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let P, ,..., P,, s = (“: ‘) - 2, be points of P2 in unl@orm 
position and let 5Y be the linear system of curves of degree d passing through 
these points. Zf F, and F, E Y are independent, then F, and F, do not have 
a common componenf; in facr ifs > 4 (i.e., d > 2), then every form in Y is 
irreducible. 
Proof: When s = 4 and F, and F, are two tonics through P, ,..., P, the 
statement is clear if F, or F, is irreducible; so we may as well assume F, and 
F, are reducible. Let L, be their common linear component. Then exactly 
two of the four points must lie on L, for if not, we contradict the fact that 
the points P, ,..., P, are also in generic 3-position. But then the other (linear) 
component must pass through the remaining two points and so F, and F, are 
not linearly independent. 
So we can assume s > 4 (i.e., d > 2) and in this case we prove the stronger 
result. Let FEY and assume F=GH, degG=t, degH=d-t. l<,<d. 
Since P, ,..., P, are in uniform position, at most (‘:‘) - 1 of these points can 
lie on G = 0 and at most ( (d-i)+2 ) - 1 of these points can lie on H. 
Thus, to prove the proposition it will be enough to show that 
i.e., 
(y’)+ (d-;+2)< (“l’) for d > 2. 
If we rewrite this, it amounts to showing: 
p+z)(t+ ‘)+ (d-t+2)(d-t+l) < (d+2)(d+ l) 
2 2 2 * 
Equivalently, 
t2 + 3t + 2 + (d - t)’ + 3(d - t) + 2 < d2 + 3d + 2. 
i.e., 
i.e., 
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2t2 - 2 dt + 2 < 0, 
t2 - dt + 1 < 0, 
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i.e., 
t(t-d)<-1. 0-1 
The left side of (t), for fixed d, takes on its extremal value for t = d/2 and 
since the left side of (t) is parabolic (up), this is a minimum and the left side 
of (t) takes on its maximum value for t = 1 or t = d - 1, i.e., the maximum 
value for the left side of (t) in the interval 1 < t < d - 1 is 1 - d. 
Now 1 - d < -1 if 2 < d and that is our assumption. 
With this proposition proved, we are now able to add another sequence to 
those of the previous section in which we found v(Z) precisely. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let I = /z, n . . . n /I~, pi homogeneous prime ideals of 
height 2 in k[x, y, z] and suppose /zi tt Pi E P2. Let (P, ,..., P,) be in uniform 
position where s = ( “: * ) - 2. 
Then v(l) = d. 
ProoJ In this case the linear system of d-its through the points P, ,..., P, 
has (affine) dimension 2 and we let D, and D, be a basis for this linear 
system. In view of Proposition 9, D, n D, consists of a finite set of points. 
So, we may pick P E D,, Q E D, with the following properties. 
(1) P,QeZD,nD,. 
(2) The line from P to Q does not meet D, n D, (here is where 
Proposition 9 is used.) 
We may now choose coordinates in P2 so that the line from P to Q is 
z = 0, P = [0 : 1 : 0] and Q = [ 1 : 0 : 01. Then, an equation for D, is H, = 0, 
and for D, is H, = 0; 
H, =xd + a,xd-‘y + .‘. + ad-,xyd-’ +zF,, 
H,= b,xd-‘y + e.. + bd-,xyd-’ + yd + zF,. 
By our choice of coordinates, z & U;=, /ri since none of the Pi E D, n D, 
lie on the line z = 0. If we use “-” to denote canonical images modulo z, 
then 
Claim. xii,, yfi,, xfi2, yH, are linearly independent in k[x, y]. 
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If we prove this claim, then we shall be done; for, in the notation of 
Proposition 8. 
u(z)= (“+;+‘j- ( (,‘i2 j-2)-4&. 
So, it remains only to verify this claim, and that is equivalent to showing 
that the matrix 
i 
1 a, a, ... U&i 0 0 
A = 0 1 a, “’ ad-2 ad-1 0 
0 b, b, ..- bdpl 1 0 
0 0 b, . . . . . . . . . . . . . b 1 d-l I 
has rank 4. 
Now, the condition that the line z = 0 does not pass through any point of 
D, f? D, implies that Hi and Z?, have no common zero. Thus, the resultant 
matrix for Z?, and Z?, is invertible. If the resultant matrix is written the usual 
way, we thus obtain that rows 1, 2, d + 1 and d + 2 of that matrix are 
linearly independent. This is easily seen to imply that the rows of A are 
linearly independent and so rk A = 4. 
Remark. When s = 4, d = 2 this proves that the ideal Z is generated by 
two elements and so is a complete intersection. Thus, k[x, y, z]/Z is a 
Gorenstein ring. We proved this by other means in [ 11. 
Now, it is not difftcult to see that if P, ,..., P, are in generic 4-position but 
not in uniform position that v(Z) > 2. Thus, the condition that s points be in 
generic s-position is not sufficient to guarantee a fixed value for u(Z). 
We can strengthen Proposition 9 and use this to give one more case where 
v(Z) can be determined. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let P , ,..., P, be s points of P2 in uniform position and 
let d be the least integer for which (“i2 ) > s. Let Y be the linear system of 
curves of degree d vanishing at P, ,..., P,. Zf s # (“: ’ ), then no two 
independent members of 9 have a common component. 
The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 9 and shall be omitted. 
EXAMPLE 12. Let P , ,..., P, be points of P2 in uniform position and 
Pi ++ Pi, /zi homogeneous prime ideals of height 2 in k[x, y, z]. Choose P so 
that {P, P, ,..., P, } are in generic 8-position. Let f2, f3 be a basis for the linear 
system of cubits through these eight points and let f, be another cubic so 
that f, , f,, f, is a basis for the linear system of cubits through (P, ,..., P,}. 
Since the eight points are in generic 8-positionf, does not vanish at P and by 
Proposition 11, (f, = 0) n (f3 = 0) consists of only a finite set of points. 
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Now, choose coordinates so that the line z = 0 passes through P and 
misses the other points of (f, = 0) n (fi = 0) .and let P = [ 1 : 0 : 01. We can 
then assume, with no loss of generality, that 
f,=x3+a,x2y+b,xy2+c,y3+zP,, 
f2 = a2x2y + b,xy2 + c, y3 + zF2, 
f3 = a,x’y + b3xy2 + c3 y3 + zF,. 
Now, if c2 = c3 = 0 then f, = 0 and f3 = 0 meet at [0 : 1 : 0] contrry to our 
choice of the line z = 0. So, we may assume c2 = 1, c3 = 0, c, = 0. Using 
“-9 to denote canonical images modulo z and Theorems 1 and 2 we see that 
if $, , y?, , xf,, yf2, xf,, yf3 span the space of forms of degree 4 in k[x, y], 
then if I=b,nea-nb,, v(l) = 3 and I = (f,, f2,f3). But, to see this it 
would be enough to show that the following matrix has rank 5; 
1 a1 b, 0 0 
0 1 a, b, 0 
A= 
0 a, b, 1 0 
0 0 a, b, 1 
0 a3 6, 0 0 
-0 0 a3 b, 0 
By our assumption that z = 0 meets (f, = 0) n (f, = 0) only at P we must 
have 
& = (a2x2 t b2-v t y*) iv, 
fi = @3x2 + b,xy)y 
have only the factor y in common, i.e., 
a2x2 t b,xy t y2, 
u3x2 + b,xy 
have no common factor. Thus, the resultant matrix of these two tonics is 
invertible. This implies that the last four rows of A above are independent. 
So, the first row and last four rows of A are independent and hence rk A = 5 
as was to be shown. 
Remark. One may attempt this procedure for s = (“i ‘) - 3 points, in 
uniform position, in P2 for d > 3 and, exactly as above, one is lead to a 
question about the rank of a 6 x (d + 2) matrix. For the same reasons as 
above it will be clear that this matrix has rank at least 5, but not obvious if 
the rank is 5 or 6. If we let I be the ideal in k[x, y, z] corresponding to these 
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s points and use the notation of Proposition 8, it is not clear if dim, w= 5 
or 6; i.e., 
v(Z)= cd;3 )- ((72, -3) -5 
or 
v(Z)= (“;‘)- f(d;2)-3)-6, 
i.e., 
or 
v(Z) = d (dim w= 5) 
v(Z) = d - 1 (dim w= 6). 
We believe that the second possibility (dim I?‘= 6) is “generic,” but 
cannot prove it. It may well be that our notion of uniform position does not 
adequately describe an open set for which v(Z) is constant. We have 
somewhat contradictory intuitions on this point. 
There is one comment we can make, however, for s = 12 = ( 4: * ) - 3 
points of P*. We can show that if the linear system of quartics through 
1P ,,..., P,,} (these points being in @form position) has a base point 
different from (P, ,..., P,,}, then dim W = 5. Unfortunately we think (but 
cannot prove) that such a linear system has no extra base points! We would 
work harder on that problem if we could prove that dim w= 5 was 
equivalent o the existence of extra base points. 
We shall return to a discussion of v(Z) when we discuss the relationship 
between v(Z) and the Cohen-Macaulay type of k[x,,,..., x,1/Z. 
5. TANGENT CONES 
So far we have been discussing v(Z) where Z is a (radical) homogeneous 
ideal of height IZ in k[xo,..., x,,]. If R = k[xo,..., x,,]/Z, then R is a graded ring 
and Proj(R) is a finite set of points P, in P” corresponding to a collection of 
lines L, through the origin in A”+l. It is reasonable to ask if this collection 
of lines in A”+’ can be obtained as the tangent lines to an irreducible curve 
in A”+’ (a triviality in case n = 1). In this section we shall show that if Z = 
hi n .a. n/r,, fii homogeneous prime ideals of height n in k[xo,...,x,], 
/zi et P, E P” and (P, ,..., P,} are in generic s-position, then there is an 
irreducible curve C in A”+’ whose tangent cone at the origin “is” these lines, 
i.e., if (A, q) is the local ring of C at the origin, then gr,(A) 2: K[xo,..., x,1/Z. 
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First we show that if P,,..., P, are any points of P”, then there is an 
irreducible curve C for which the projectivized tangent cone, Proj(gr,(A)), is 
exactly the set {P, ,..., P,}. (This does not always imply that gr,(A) N 
k[x, v..., x”]//z, n ... njs, i.e., gr,(A) reduced. See [8].) 
EXAMPLE 13. Let P , ,..., P, be points of P”. We choose coordinates in P” 
SO that Pi = [ 1 : ai, : a,, : .*. : al,,] and ai, # Uj, for i # j. (This is always 
possible since k is infinite.) Consider the points pi = (ail ,..., ain) E A”. It is 
an easy exercise to show that p, ,..., ps lie on a rational curve in A” described 
by 
x, = t, 
. i 
x2 =.MG fi polynomials of degree <s - 1. 
In fact, considering the projections of the points p, ,...,ps on the various coor- 
dinate planes containing x,, it is enough to prove the statement for n = 2. 
(There, using a VanderMonde matrix the result is easy.) 
Now, let g(t) = nf=,(t-a,,) and let B be the subring of k[t] given by 
B = k[ g, tg&(t) g,...,f,( g)t] where the f’s and g’s are as described above. 
Clearly spec(B) is an irreducible curve in A”+’ and the integral closure of B 
is B=k[t]. Let N=(g,tg,f,g ,..., f,(t)g)B and A=B,,,, q=NB,. It is 
shown in [9, $41 that N is an ordinary singularity of the curve, i.e., 
Proj(gr,(A)) = {P, ,..., P,}. 
The class of curve described above will have tangent cone at N consisting 
precisely of lines if and only if gr,(A) is a reduced ring, i.e., the 
homogeneous maximal ideal of gr,(A) is not associated to the zero ideal. 
Alternatively, if gr,(A) is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. We do not know if this is 
always the case. 
EXAMPLE 14. Let Spec(B) be a curve of Example 13 and assume further 
that P 1 ,..., P, are in generic s-position. Then gr,(A) is reduced. This is 
precisely what is implied by [8, Theorem 3.31. Thus gr,(A) N k[xo,..., x,,]/ 
/I, n *** f? /rs as we wanted. 
6. FROM THE TANGENT CONE TO THE CURVE 
We have seen that if {P,,..., P,} are points in generic s-position in P”(k), 
then there is an irreducible curve in A”+’ (k) which has a singularity at the 
origin and the tangent cone of this singular point is precisely the s-lines 
through the origin of A”+‘(k) corresponding to P, ,..., P,. 
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In algebraic terms we have Pi c) /zi homogeneous prime ideals of height )I 
in k[x,,..., xn] = R and jr c (x0,..., x,) = m a prime ideal in k[x, ,..., x,]. The 
curve in question has coordinate ring B = k[x,...., xII]//r and local ring at the 
origin, R-/F= (A, v) where F= /zR&. Our statement about the tangent cone 
is that 
gm(A) = k[x,,...,x,]/jq n .-. rips. 
Now, in this setting, (A, @) is the homomorphic image of a regular local 
ring, (R,, mR, = g), and it is well-known that gr, A N gr&Rm)/(l;)*, 
where u;>* is defined in the following way: 
IffE R,, f # 0, then there is a unique integer n for whichfE .“\,“’ ‘. 
Thus, f * E h”/G”+’ is non-zero. This integer n is called the order off and 
f * is called the leading form off: The ideal (i;)* is then the ideal of gr,(R, ) 
generated by the leading forms of all the elements in 6 
Recall that, in general, * is not additive since if f and g both have order n, 
it is quite possible that f + g have order > n. Nevertheless, if5 g and f + g all 
have order n, then (f + g)* =f * + g*, and we shall (implicity) use this 
observation several times in the proof of Theorem 15 below. 
Now, since R, is a regular local ring, gr, (Rnr ) E k[x,,,..., x,,] and so, in 
the setting we have given above ([)* = /r, n . . . n /zs. 
In general, the relationship between /i and (i;)* is a very subtle one and, 
in particular, the number of generators of [ and (b)* can be quite different. 
This relationship has been studied by many authors and quite recently in 
[lo]. In view of these results, it is perhaps surprising that when the tangent 
cone consists of lines in generic position, there is a simple relationship 
between v(F) and v(F)*, namely, v(F) = v(b)*. 
The investigations of this section grew out of our study of Geyer’s 
beautiful exposition of the famous “Macaulay examples” of prime ideals of 
height 2 in C[x, y, z] requiring large numbers of generators [3]. This section 
thus amounts to yet another way of viewing the Macaulay examples and an 
extension of Geyer’s remarks. (Geyer deals only with the case of s = (“i * ) 
points of P’). We shall give another application of these results to a 
calculation of the Cohen-Macaulay type which continues (and sharpens) 
work we began in [ 11. 
We now state the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 15. Let (R, M ) be a regular local ring of dimension n + 1 and 
let /I be an ideal of height n. Write gr, R 2: k[xO,..., x,], with k algebraically 
closed, and suppose /I* = /I, n . . . n jzS where hi are homogeneous prime 
ideals of height n and ji ct Pi E P”. 
If {P, ,**-, P,) are in generic s-position, then 
v(j) = v(lt*>. 
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Proof It is well known, see [5, p, I901 that if J is an ideal of a local 
ring, then v(J) Q u(.Z*) so we need only prove that u@) > v@*). 
This will follow from the following lemma which moreover shows that the 
assumption of generic s-position in Theorem IS is a bit stronger than is 
necessary. 
LEMMA. Let (R, m ) be a regular local ring of dimension n + 1 and /I a 
prime ideal of R. Let /I” be the ideal of leading forms of /I in gr,(m) = 
klq,,..., x,] and write/z* =Z=Zd@Zd+, @ ..., with Zd# (0). 
Zf /I * can be generated by forms of degree d and d + 1, then u(J) = v@ *). 
Proof: As mentioned above, we need only show that v@) 2 v(/r*). 
Let f T,..., f ,* be a basis for Id and let W be the subspace of Z,, , generated 
by {xjf T 1 0 <j < n, 1 < i < r). Choose g:,..., g,* in Id+ 1 which are linearly 
independent and span a subspace V of Idi, where Id+, 2: V@ W. Then, by 
assumption, Z = (f: ,..., f p, g: ,..., g,Q and this is a minimal generating set 
for I. 
Now consider (f, ,..., f,, g , ,..., g,) c /r and extend this set of elements to a 
set of generators for /r so that /r = (f, ,..., f,, g, ,..., g,, h, ,..., h,). 
Claim 1. The hi may all be chosen to have order >d + 1. 
Proof of Claim 1. First suppose that order hi = d. Then, 0 # h,? = 
CT= 1 njfj*, S E k, and so order (hi - C Ajfj) > d since in this case * is 
additive. So, if we let hi = hi - CT= r njfj, then hi serves as well as hi as a 
generator for /z. 
Now suppose that order hi = d + 1. Then 0 f hp = Cf= I Ajg,? + 
Cs=, L,rfl where the A, E k and the Lj* are linear forms. If we set hl = hi - 
(Cs=i ljgj + C;=, Ljfj), then by our assumptions on V and W above, * is 
again additive on this expression and we see that h,! has order > d + 1 and 
would serve as well as hi as a generator of /z. 
This completes the proof of Claim 1. 
Since, in a local ring, a minimal generating set for an ideal can always be 
extracted from any generating set for that ideal, we can obtain a minimal 
generating set for /r from f, ,..., f,, g, ,..., g,, h, ,..., h,. 
Claim 2. A minimal generating set for /z extracted from this set of 
generators must include all the&% and gis. (Note that after establishing this 
claim the lemma will be complete for we then obtain v(/r) > r + s = v@*).) 
Proof of Claim 2. To see that all the fi’s above are needed we consider 
how one forms an element of order d in /r from the generators above. So, let 
f E /r have order d and we write f as an R-combination of the generators of 
/r. Not all the coefficients off, ,...,f, can be zero since the other generators 
have order > d. So, f = CT=, aiA + F where the ai are units of R and the 
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order of F is > d. But then f and CT=, a& have the same leading form. By 
the linear independence of the f ,? we see that we need eachf;. to get f j” in /r *, 
For exactly the same reasons (the linear independence of the gi)s from the 
subspace IV) we need all the gj’s. 
That completes the proof of Claim 2 and, as noted, of the lemma. 
The theorem follows immediately from the lemma and Corollary 3. 
COROLLARY. There are prime ideals in k[xO,..., x,,], k algebraically 
closed, of height n requiring large numbers of generators. 
ProoJ: Use the results of Section 5 to get prime ideals whose tangent 
cones, at their noted singularity, consists of lines in generic position. Then 
use the results of Sections 2 and 3 with Theorem 15 and the obvious fact that 
Q) > 4i;> = Q&i 1. 
7. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN v(Z) AND THE 
COHEN-MACAULAY TYPE OF R/Z 
If we let B = k[x,,,..., x,,]//r = R/b be the coordinate ring of an irreducible 
curve in A”+ ‘(k) with a singularity at the origin and let (A, m ) be the local 
ring at that singularity, then, in the previous section we have considered the 
relation between the number of generators of F= bR,,, where ,m = (x,,,..., x,) 
and (b)* =b, n . . . n /rS where the /zr correspond to points in generic s- 
position in P”. 
Now, R,/[=A is a l-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay (local ring) and, as 
such, has a Cohen-Macaulay type (see [I], [2], or [4]) also k[x,,.:.,x,]/ 
An . . . n /rs is a graded Cohen-Macaulay ring and has a unique 
homogeneous maximal ideal and a Cohen-Macaulay type. When 
/ri H Pi E P” and P, ,..., P, are in uniform position, we examined in [ 1 ] what 
the Cohen-Macaulay type of this graded ring is and were able to find it for 
certain values of s. 
We raised the question there and were able to settle it only for some 
special cases, if the Cohen-Macaulay type of (A, m) was the same as the 
Cohen-Macaulay type of k[x,,,..., x,,]//ri n . . . n /zs (under some hypothesis 
of generic position for the lines of the tangent cone). 
In this section we examine the information one gets from a knowledge of 
the generators of /z, n e-e n /rs = Z towards an answer to the question above 
and also derive, in a new fashion, the results we obtained in [ 1 ] about the 
Cohen-Macaulay type. 
We recall the definition of the Cohen-Macaulay type for a one- 
dimensional ring. 
Let (A, v) be a local (or homogeneous local, i.e., one homogeneous 
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maximal ideal) Cohen-Macaulay ring. In the one-dimensional case this 
simply means that q does not consist entirely of zero-divisors. Let x E q be 
an element which is not a zero-divisor and write (x) = I, n . . . n I, where 
this is an irredundant irreducible decomposition of (x). Then, it is a theorem 
(originally due to Griibner) that the integer t is independent of the element x
chosen, i.e., is the same for every non-zero-divisor chosen. This integer is 
called the Cohen-Macaulay type of A. In fact t = I,,,,,(ann(v/(x)) = 
dimA,,(anW(x)N. 
Now, let P, ,..., P, be s points of P” in generic s-position and let Pi t) hi, 
homogeneous prime ideals of height n in k(x,,,..., x,,]. As we noted earlier, 
there is no loss in generality in assuming x, & us=, pi. This amounts to 
saying that in T= k[xo,..., x,1/Z, Z= p, n *es n /zS, X,, is not a zero-divisor. 
As earlier, we may write Z = I, @ I,,+ 1 @ e .., Id # (0) where d is the least 
integer for which ( “Ln ) > s. 
Let m=x ( D ,..., x,,) in k[x, ,..., x,] and & the unique homogeneous 
maximal ideal of T. From the discussion above we need to find 
dim,(ann(,&/(x,))) to find the C-M type of T. But, from Theorem 2 we note 
that ifJ=Zd+I@Zd+Z . . . . 
J+ (x,)/(x,>= (x, ,... ,x,-,)~+’ k[xo,...,x,_,]. 
Thus, f=T/(X,T)=k@fT,@ . ..@fd.andFi,for l<i<d,isthesame 
as the ith graded piece of k[x, ,..., xn] and Fd= (k[x, ,.,., x,~,]),/(f, ,..., Tr) 
where f, ,..., f,. are a basis for Jd. 
In this context, &z/(2,) = T, @ . a. @ Fd and 3 a homogeneous element of 
F, is in ann( &/(&J) if and only if fl, = 0. From this, we clearly get that 
every element of T, is in ann(&/(X,)) and the only other possibilities can 
occur in Fd,-, . 
So, let fE Fdml, then 7 is in ann(&/(.Y,)) if and only if &,,...,fx, E 
<J; Y..,f,>. 
We can now use the results of Section 3 to find the Cohen-Macaulay 
types of T for particular values of s. 
PROPOSITION 16. Let T be as above and suppose s = ( d-i+n). Then, the 
Cohen-Macaulay type of T is ( “-!,Z:-‘). 
ProoJ From Proposition 4, Fd = (0). Thus, the Cohen-Macaulay type = 
dim, ?db-, = dim,(k[X, ,..., X,-l])d- I = (“-;‘:-‘). 
Remark. The same conclusion was obtained in [ 1, Proposition 121 with 
stronger hypothesis on (P, ,..., P,). 
PROPOSITION 17. Let T be as above and suppose s = ( di”) - 1. Then 
the Cohen-Macaulay type of T is ( di!!;‘) - 1. 
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Proof: From Proposition 5 we have dim, I, = 1. So, let I, = (F), then 
fd = (k[x, ,..., X,-I IMF) andfE Fd-, is in ann(G/(x,)) means 
jc, =&F, 
j;,, =n,F, 
fin-, =A+,F 
in k[x, ,..., x,-i 1. But, this is impossible in this UFD and so?= 0. Thus the 
C-M type of T is dim, Fti = (“z!;‘) - 1. 
Remark. This should be compared with [ 1, Proposition 141 where the 
conclusion was obtained from a stronger hypothesis on {P, ,..., P,}. 
All of our other exact calculations were done for {P, ,..., P,) points of Pz 
(both for the Cohen-Macaulay type in [I] and for v(l) in Section 3). Thus, 
the discussion here will proceed only for points in P2. 
We employ the same notation as above and we assume Zd = (f, ,...,f,), i.e., 
s=(di2)-r, (“l’ ) < s. We search for elements of Fd- i in ann(G/f,). 
These are homogeneous polynomials f in k[x,, x,] of degree d - 1 for which 
fx,,fx, E fd = (7, ,..., J;). Now, if there is such anf, then&,x, E x,,fdn x,fd. 
Conversely, if g E x,fd n x, fd, then 
g=xoh* =x,h2 in k[x,,x,], hl,h,Efd. 
But then hi = x, h and h, = x, h and we have h of degree d - 1 with x0 h, 
xi h E Id. In fact, it is an easy exercise to show that 
dimk(xofdn x,1,) = dim,(ann(&/&),- ,). 
Now, from Proposition 8 we have, when I = jr, n . . . f7 /rS as above, then 
- s - [ 2 dim, fd - dim,(x,l;, n x, fd)] 
+ r - [2r - dim,(ann[(&/.22)]d-,)] 
- r + dim,(ann(G/(~,)),_ ,) 
= (d + 2) - r + dim,( [ann( A/(f2))ld- ,). 
On the other hand; the Cohen-Macaulay type of T is 
dimk([ann(+F2/(~2))]d-,) + dim, fd# 
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But, dim, Fd = (d + 1) - r. We have proved the following: 
PROPOSITION 18. Let T, I be as above with {P, ,..., P,} points in generic 
s-position in P2. 
Then v(Z) + 1 = Cohen-Macaulay type of T. 
COROLLARY. Zf {P,,..., P,} are s-points of P2 in uniform position and 
s = ( “i 2 ) - 2, then the Cohen-Macaulay type of T is d + 1. 
Proof: Use Propositions 18 and 10. 
Remark. (1) This handles the case of eight lines in A3, the first open 
case in A 3 from [ I]. The smallest open cases are for 11, 12 and 16 lines in 
A3. 
(2) The conjecture we made for v(Z) after Proposition 7 thus has, as 
corollary, a conjecture for the Cohen-Macaulay type of T (at least for points 
in P’). Roberts [ 111, using a different approach, has also made a conjecture 
for the Cohen-Macaulay type of T. In all cases that we have checked the 
conjectured results are the same. 
We now wish to compare the Cohen-Macaulay type of (A, n) to the 
Cohen-Macaulay type of T, a question we raised at the beginning of this 
section. 
We first recall a fact about the Cohen-Macaulay type which does not 
explicitly appear anywhere in this generality, although it must be well know, 
and is often stated for Gorenstein rings only. 
PROPOSITION 19. Let R be a regular local ring of dimension 3 and let I 
be an ideal of height 2 in R for which R/I = S is Cohen-Macaulay. Then the 
Cohen-Macaulay type of S is v(Z) - 1. 
Proof By a theorem of Herzog and Kunz [4, p. 771 the Cohen- 
Macaulay type of S is v(Exti(R/I, R)). From the exact sequence 0+ Z--t R --t 
R/I-+ 0 we obtain Ext:(R/I, R) 2: Ext’(1, R). Since pd,I = 1 we may use a 
result of Murthy {6] to show v(Ext’(1, R)) = n if and only if there is a 
projective resolution of I of the form 0 + R” + R”+’ + I+ 0. Thus, 
v(l) = n + 1 if and only if v(Extf,(R/I, R)) = n. 
COROLLARY. Let (A, n) and T be as at the beginning of this section 
where {P, ,..., P,) are points in generic s-position in P2. Then the Cohen- 
Macaulay type of A is the same as the Cohen-Macaulay type of T. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 15 and Propositions 18 
and 19. 
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Remark. We had shown this in [ 1 ] only for the case s = 4; and in higher 
dimensional spaces only if A or T were Gorenstein. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We feel that the corollary to Proposition 19 should hold in general and not 
only for points in P*. The obstruction to making a connection is that the 
Cohen-Macaulay type is no longer simply associated to u(Z). 
If we use the notation of the previous section, then the key to the C-M 
type is a calculation of dim,J[ann(&/(f,,))]d-l) = h. It is not difficult to 
show that if F,,..., F, are all the monomials in k[xO,..., x,- 1] of degree n - 1 
having no repeated factor, then h = dim,(F,f,n ... f7 F,f,); as in the 
discussion preceding Proposition 18. This vector space seems difficult to 
describe. We have the feeling that it should arise naturally in a projective 
resolution of Z, but we have been unable to disentangle these internal 
relations in I. 
Our results also have some interesting consequences in the geometry of 
linear systems. We indicate one example of this. 
EXAMPLE 20. Let P, ,..., P,, be points of P2 in uniform position and let 
L be any line of P* not passing through any Pi ; then there is a pair of 
quintics passing through P, ,..., P,, which meet the line L in exactly four 
coincident points. 
Problem. If PI,..., P,, are 12 points of P* in uniform position and L is 
any line not containing any of the Pi, is it possible to find two quaitics, 
Q,, Q2 through P, ,..., P,, with the property that {Q, n L} and {Q,nL) 
have exactly three points in common? 
A definite answer to this problem would decide the Cohen-Macaulay type 
for 12 points. 
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